The Tragedy of The Las Vegas Shooting
A few days ago, many people gathered around for music. What brings us all together is
music ended in one of the worst shootings to date. There is such an overflow of support for
the victims of the Las Vegas shooting a few days ago. There are 59 casualties and more
than 500 wounded.
A few days ago, many people gathered around for the music. What brings us all together is
music. The shooter Stephen Paddock was a resident of Nevada. He had a device that was
able to shout hundreds of rounds per minute, CNN news said. He shot fire from the 32nd
floor of the Mandalay Bay Resort & Casino, overlooking a country concert directly across
the strip. According to CNN, Paddock was not a part of any terrorist organization despite
the false claims of ISIS.

How To Help: GoFund Me and Donate Blood
If you want to donate to the victims and their families, Steve Sisolak, Clark County
Commission Chair from Las Vegas created a Gofundme for the families affected by the Las
Vegas shooting. You can donate here. If you wanted to donate blood, there is a list of
following places you can donate below.
According to Steve Aoki’s screenshots on Twitter. Las Vegas hospitals need blood as to
save lives of the victims. If you wanted to donate blood or know someone who wants to
donate, there is a list of following places you can donate below provided by Pasquale Rotella

The Shooting and The EDM Community
The shooting in Las Vegas affects all of us. Even though not physically affected. Las Vegas is
home to a vast majority of us. EDC Las Vegas hold residency in Las Vegas. So many artists
live in Vegas and hold a residency at clubs. Sadly, the aftermath of the shooting is
heartbreaking for the families and friends who have lost loved ones. Pasquale Rotella
wrote:
A lot of DJ’s expressed themselves via social media. Artists like Kayzo, Party Favor, Armin
Van Buuren, Krewella, Steve Aoki, Hardwell, Calvin Harris, Deadmau5, Alesso,
3lau, Marshmello, Owsla, Martin Garrix to name a few. Many others expressed

their reactions as well. Each one of these producers have performed and some even live in
Vegas. It’s heartbreaking to see the city Las Vegas covered in grief. Our hearts and prayers
are with the citizens of Las Vegas.
Moe Shalizi wrote:
When will the madness stop

pic.twitter.com/fYY9hDUzwR

— Moe Shalizi (@shalizi) October 2, 2017

What To Do If There is An Active Shooter?
We urge people who are apprehensive about visiting Vegas for EDC Las Vegas to not let this
act of hate stop you from going to EDC Las Vegas. We don’t want to be scared but rather be
informed about how to handle ourselves in a situation of an active shooter. Although, we can
never know when something like this happened. With tips, we could possibly be able to save
each other’s lives. Law enforcement everywhere are teaching people how to survive. For
more information, click here.

Our hearts and prayers go to Las Vegas.

Also, don’t dare forget to check our
BRAND NEW EDM & Music Festival Gear
on our Merch page!
Check out some unnecessary but EPIC, Festival Items for 2017 in this 2017 Festival
Guide -> HERE

